Motivation: Evolutionary classification leads to an economical description of protein sequence data because attributes of function and structure are inherited in protein families. This paper presents Picasso, a procedure for deriving a minimal set of protein family profiles that cover all known protein sequences. Results: Picasso starts from highly overlapping sequence neighbourhoods revealed by all-on-all pairwise Blast alignment. Overlaps are reduced by merging sequences or parts of sequences into multiple alignments. For maximum unification, the multiple alignments must reach into the twilight zone of sequence similarity. Sensitive and selective profile-profile comparison allows unification down to about 15% pairwise sequence identity. Families unified through a short conserved sequence motif are associated with multiple full-length alignments describing different subfamilies. Domains that are mobile modules are identified based on their association with different sets of neighbours. The result is 10 000 unified domain families (excluding singletons) representing functionally related proteins and recovering classical prolific domain types in high numbers. The classification is useful, for example, in developing strategies for efficient database searching and for selecting targets to complete the map of all 3-D structures.
INTRODUCTION
The enormous flood of anonymous sequences pouring out from genome projects calls for automatic procedures to place these sequences in the context of protein family trees. Family context is the basis for comparative genomics (to compare like with like), for transitive function and structure assignment (to carry over experimental information to homologues), and for completing the map of protein structures (to solve one representative structure from each homogeneous group). Inferring homology from sequence similarity is a key question in protein sequence analysis. It is particularly unfortunate if erroneous inferences end up in databases used for transitive function or fold assignment.
Profile-profile comparison, where profiles represent families forming two branches of a phylogenetic tree, reduces the risk of accepting spurious similarities by insisting on consistent conservation patterns between families. Family context is used partly in iterative profilebased database searches (PSI-Blast) and is ignored in common pairwise comparison (Blast, Fasta) . Existing high-quality, manually curated profile libraries (Bateman et al., 1999; Hofmann et al., 1999) give substantial but nonetheless incomplete coverage of known protein sequences. This work is motivated by the need of creating a complete profile library for consistent, sensitive, selective and comprehensive proteome annotation.
The domain architecture of proteins poses a key difficulty in describing protein similarity relationships (Figure 1) . Many previous global classifications have clustered sequences in terms of sequence-to-sequence relationships (Krause and Vingron, 1998; Grundy, 1998; Yona et al., 1998) . Here, we keep track of the residue-level position of similarity relationships by constructing explicit multiple alignments. Local alignment is an unreliable predictor of domain borders when sequences are fairly remote. In other words, the signal of sequence similarity may be detectable only around an active site, for example, and the alignment does not span an entire (structurally equivalent) domain. Consequently, pushing for maximum unification induces a fragmentation problem (Sonnhammer and Kahn, 1994; Corpet et al., 1999) . The solution is to separate the construction of multiple alignments from domain cutting. This division of tasks is similar to that of Gracy and Argos (1998a,b) but the algorithmic principles are different. Here, domains are resolved by set theoretic analysis with inspiration from Krause and Vingron (1998) . The principal assumptions are that sequence alignment can detect and align conserved blocks between remote homologues, or complete domains between closer homologues, and that profile-profile comparisons protect against unification of unrelated domains. This yields sufficient contrast to identify sets of domains that are neighbours of each other and Fig. 1 . Domains are the unit of protein classification. Here, a toy universe composed of eight proteins is covered by five different domain types. Domain types are semiautonomous parts of proteins that recur in different combinations. In this case, the domain types can be verified structurally (1ayx, glucoamylase; 1bec, Tcell antigen receptor; 1clc, endoglucanase CelD; 1ctn, chitinase A; 1exg, cellulose-binding domain of exo-1,4-β-D-glycanase; 1nar, narbonin; 1nkr, killer cell inhibitory receptor fragment; 1tf4A, endo-1,4-β-D-glucanase; cf. Dietmann et al., 2001) . Proteins are drawn in a uniform pattern and domain types are boxed on crosshatched background. The vertical arrangement of domains inside each box represents a multiple alignment. For example, there are four immunoglobulin-like domains at the far left.
recur embedded in different protein contexts that are not related to each other. This kind of domain is sometimes called mobile module (Doolittle and Bork, 1993) .
METHODS
The overall procedure has three steps: all-against-all Blast searches, hierarchical unification, and domain cutting. The Blast search results in a large number of pairwise alignments with multiple paths of connecting one sequence to another. The hierarchical unification step reduces the highly redundant pairwise alignments to a much smaller set of multiple alignments, where each member is unambiguously aligned to each other via a profile model of the family. The resulting set of profiles covers all sequences. Profiles may overlap, however, if they represent multidomain proteins whose domains occur in different combinations. The final step identifies and cuts out these mobile modules.
Sequence data
The analysis was performed on the NRDB90 database containing 150 000 sequences. NRDB90 was derived from a set of 260 000 non-identical protein sequences excluding pairs with higher than 90% sequence identity (Holm and Sander, 1998) . Sequences were masked for composition bias (Casari et al., unpublished) , predicted coiled coils (Lupas, 1996) , and transmembrane segments (Sonnhammer et al., 1998) . The gapped Blast program (Altschul et al., 1997) was used to identify sequence neighbours in all-on-all searches (parameters: −v 100 000 −b 100 000 −e 1.0 -F F). NRDB40 is a representative subset where no pair of sequences is more than 40% identical to another representative. For the initial clustering step, redundant sequences from NRDB90 were grouped with the closest NRDB40 representative.
Multiple alignment
Each multiple alignment is compiled under a seed sequence and insertions in aligned sequences are ignored. In other words, the length of the multiple alignment and corresponding profile is always the length of the seed sequence. The HSSP database and PSI-Blast follow the same practice of profile construction. Sequences were added to a multiple alignment based on the pairwise alignments given by the Blast search. First neighbours of the master sequence were aligned directly. Second and further neighbours were aligned to the master sequence via one or more intermediate sequences.
Hierarchic unification
Profile comparison is more sensitive than comparison of pairwise sequences. The hierarchic unification merged families (multiple alignments represented as profiles) which (i) shared Blast neighbours and (ii) were sufficiently similar. Neighbourhood radius was increased stepwise (Table 1) to allow families to gather the closest neighbours before being tested for merging with more distant neighbours. Assuming families (profiles) have been defined at step t − 1, the unification at step t proceeded as follows:
(1) reverse sort families from t − 1 by the total number of aligned residues;
(2) expand each family i; (2.1) collect all neighbours of members in neighbour band t; (2.2) map the neighbours to families j from t − 1; (2.3) test merging of each family j into family i.
The test of step 2.3 scored the multiple alignment of family j against the profile of family i according to
where the double sum is over all columns c of the multiple alignment of family i and over 20 amino acid types k, p are the observed column-wise amino acid frequencies in family j, q are the position-dependent, regularized (target) frequencies in family i (Sjölander et al., 1996) , b is the database background amino acid distribution. The register (alignment) between families i and j ( p and q) was determined by that bridging pairwise alignment (one member of family i, one member of family j) which had the highest Blast score. Sequence weights in regularization were adjusted to a total weight of 1 for each family in NRDB40. The profile of family i was updated after each neighbour shell (1st neighbours, 2nd neighbours, and so forth). As one moves to outer neighbour shells, the transferred alignments can get truncated at the ends. A minimum length of 40 amino acids of the (transferred) aligned segment was required.
The two families i and j were unified if the profile score S was higher than 20. Because the scoring scheme was different from Blast's, the vector S (over columns) was checked for local alignments with positive score to identify conserved blocks. A minimum width of four consecutive columns was required and a cost of 4 was subtracted for each separate block. Only the high-scoring blocks contributed counts to the profile generation.
If in step 2.3 family j is merged into family i, then this may generate new neighbours which are collected by returning to step 2.1. Effectively, the hierarchic unification thus worked by 'walking' until transitive closure, from a given seed, within the neighbour band defined by e-value (number of expected hits with equal or better score in the database search) cutoffs (Figure 2 ).
The hierarchic unification procedure above was repeated for each multiple alignment inherited from the previous step t − 1. To avoid duplication of work, the neighbour search only considered alignments to segments which had not been included into any previous multiple alignment at step t. More precisely, a segment was marked as 'assigned' if it belonged to a multiple alignment at step t. Any putative bridge (i.e. neighbour relation from family i to j), which had more than half of it already assigned (in the j segment), was skipped.
The procedure described allows sequence segments to be covered by more than one multiple alignment. Typically, a highly conserved sequence motif around an active site is shared by a diverse superfamily but distant starting from a seed cluster with highest rank, other clusters are unified if the profile-profile score is higher than a threshold. For example, the connection between clusters 3 and 4 is rejected. Unification proceeds until transitive closure (e.g. from cluster 1 to 5 to 6). At the end of the iteration, the seven clusters from the top are reduced to three clusters at the bottom. members of the superfamily cannot be aligned over the whole length of the sequence. Consequently, the shared motif is covered by one multiple alignment with many members, and the different subfamilies each get their own full-length alignments (Figure 3 ).
Domain cutting
Definition of explicit domain borders is avoided while generating the multiple alignment covering. Instead, the domain composition of proteins is analyzed afterwards using set theoretic concepts (Krause and Vingron, 1998) but applied to parts of sequences rather than only sequence labels. The key idea is to identify closed neighbourhoods, where one cluster (multiple alignment) contains all members that are linked by similarity, and no member has any neighbours outside of the cluster. Mobile modules which are shuffled to make up proteins of different domain compositions are resolved by this neighbourhood analysis (Figure 4) . It is important that the multiple alignments are fairly consistent, as domains are identified based on the contrast between parts that are neighbours of each other (i.e. aligned) and parts that are not neighbours of each other (i.e. not aligned).
In more detail, domain cutting started from the identification of overlapping maximal clusters. A maximal cluster here is a multiple alignment (cluster) as generated in the hierarchical unification step and which is not fully contained in any other cluster. Two overlapping maximal clusters have one set of sequences (segments) in common and also sets of sequences (segments) unique to either cluster. If the unique and common sets of sequences map to disjoint (or almost disjoint) column ranges, then the unique and common parts correspond to different domains. Iteration 2: resolve 1nkr-1ctn overlap
Terminate: all overlaps resolved The cut separates the common domain from the unique domains between the two cluster representatives. There are now three disconnected neighbourhoods: 1tf4A-C, 1clc-N and (1nkr,1ctn). The overlapping maximal clusters 1nkr and 1ctn are resolved by domain cutting, where the unique domains are represented by 1nkr-N and by 1ctn-C, and 1nkr-C and 1ctn-N are the common domain (iteration 2). Overall, domain decomposition by this procedure terminates with 1ctn-C, 1nkr-C, 1nkr-N, 1tf4A-C, and 1clc-C as domain representatives.
Domain cutting proceeded in order of decreasing cardinality (number of member sequences) of the clusters. For every cluster under study, all putative domain boundaries from overlapping clusters were collected and the largest consistent (non-conflicting) domain boundaries were chosen. In order to achieve consistency, the domain boundaries defined for one cluster were propagated to all overlapping clusters. After the cutting of mobile modules, unified families were defined as sets of clusters (multiple alignments) which share a segment of one or more common sequence members.
Implementation
The algorithm is called Picasso which stands for Protein Incremental Classification And Sequence Space Organization [it is a cousin of the Dali classification of protein structures (Dietmann et al., 2001) ]. Sequence, cluster and unified family identifiers of the present release version v.0 are not stable and will change in higher releases.
Precomputed gapped-Blast all-on-all pairwise alignments in a MySQL database were accessed and analyzed using Perl and Python scripts and a web browser. The unification process could in principle be parallelized. The prototype presented here was serial, not at all optimized, and spent about two days per unification level on one R10000 processor.
RESULTS
The hierarchic unification procedure was applied to the NRDB90 database (Table 1 ). The largest clusters recover classical well-studied families ( Table 2 ). The clustering is conservative, i.e. quite selective. Sequence segments that are gathered into multiple alignments stay clearly above the random level of pairwise sequence identity ( Figure 5) . Inspection of the members of individual clusters reveals related biological functions as annotated in the source sequence databases, and the multiple alignments contain consistently conserved columns.
2369 domain cuts were made to resolve mobile modules ( Figure 6 ). After domain cutting, the NRDB90 dataset had been reduced to 33 430 unified families. 11 075 unified families contain more than one NRDB90 representative sequence while the remaining two thirds of the families contain a single NRDB90 representative. Long tails of singletons are commonly observed in both sequence and fold classification.
The present results are for unification at the relatively high e-value cutoff of 10 −5 . For example, only dihydroorotase, allantoinase, dihydropyriminidase, Ulip protein, hydantoinase, tungsten/molybdenum formylmethanofuran dehydrogenase subunit A, acylhydrolase, and aryldialkylphosphatase were here unified in a cluster with 46 members, indicating that the urease-like amidohydrolase superfamily (Holm and Sander, 1997 ) was yet far from fully unified. A larger set is unified by the PSI-Blast program. One may expect that continuing unification at more relaxed e-values should lead towards convergence with PSI-Blast.
Calibration against prosite
There are few reference sets available to assess the quality of an evolutionary classification and domain decomposition. We compared the automatic clustering by Picasso to a protein family classification made by human experts, Prosite (Hofmann et al., 1999) . The test set was generated by taking all Swissprot (Bairoch and Apweiler, 1999) sequences which were both in Picasso and were annotated as true positive, partial match, or false negative in Prosite. This excluded known false positive matches to Prosite patterns or profiles. We further Random pairs would peak around 5% identity. In contrast, hierarchic unification yields a radial distribution with a steep edge around 10% identity and maxima at 15-35% identity. The range below 25-30% identity is traditionally called the twilight zone, where sequence identity alone is insufficient to discriminate between biologically related and unrelated sequences. In this work, most pairs in the twilight zone are biologically reasonable as they share sequence patterns that are highly conserved throughout the entire cluster. The trough at 90-100% is due to NRDB90 which removes any fragments that are more than 90% identical to a representative sequence. The first unification step uses a cutoff of 40% identity over the full sequence length (NRDB40). Subsequent unification steps use Blast e-value cutoffs accepting partial length matches. The small peak at 0% identity is introduced by Blast already at the strictest e-value cutoff. Sequence identity in the histograms is computed as the number of identical amino acids divided by the number of amino acids aligned to the master sequence. Comparisons of the master sequence to itself are excluded, so the total area under the curves increases as more and more singletons are merged into multimembered clusters.
required that each sequence in the test set matched only one Prosite family, i.e. one Prosite document entry. This excluded ambiguous Prosite family assignments as occurs for example in multidomain proteins. In total, there were 12 611 sequences in the test set. It is assumed that the selected subset of Swissprot sequences are completely annotated with respect to all families contained in Prosite. By comparing how this sequence subset is clustered in Picasso, we get an idea of the concordance between the two classifications (Table 3) .
As a result, the selectivity of the Picasso classification was rated at 95%. This is the fraction of Picasso unified families mapping to a single Prosite family. The rest of Picasso unified families contain members from two or more Prosite families. Many of these unified families have reasonable looking multiple alignments, and they are likely to represent legitimate relationships which had been missed by Prosite or classified separately for functional reasons. For example, Picasso unifies both A and B type proteasome subunits. Our multiple alignments often suggest ways to relax Prosite patterns, which have been derived considering a smaller database. For example, the Picasso cluster (CLUS 2570 1) containing the GNS1-SUR4 family is in our dataset identified by the relaxed
The sensitivity of the Picasso classification was rated at 65%. This is the fraction of Prosite families mapping to a single Picasso unified family. The rest of Prosite families are split between two or more Picasso unified families. The fraction of Prosite families mapping to at most two Picasso unified families was 83%. The tendency of Picasso to split Prosite families is not unexpected, because the clustering was stopped at a relatively high e-value threshold of 10 −5 , and weaker similarity links were never considered in the clustering. Furthermore, in most cases where one Prosite family maps to multiple Picasso unified families, there is one large unified family to which most of the sequences belong and the other unified families contain only one or a few sequences. 
Availability
The resulting clusters can be browsed at http://www. embl-ebi.ac.uk/picasso/picasso.html. The user can find a protein given its sequence database identifier and view its domain architecture and coloured multiple alignments, get a list of domains which are associated with a given domain (unified family), and select subsets based on presence or absence of links to known structures.
DISCUSSION
This paper lays out a conceptual framework for the global organization of protein sequence data. The goal is a covering of all sequences by a small number of profiles. The generation of explicit multiple alignments is more exacting than clustering based on all-on-all similarities at the level of protein to protein relationships. Because of the modular architecture of proteins, maximal compression of the data requires profiles that represent domains, i.e. parts of proteins. Deriving a covering set of domain profiles is a non-trivial combinatorial problem with complications due to inaccurate sequence alignments and inconsistent similarity relationships. Many research groups are working on sequence space organization to various degrees of universality, and the elusive connection between biological and statistical significance leaves the field open to both manual and automated approaches. The present work is unique in combining hierarchic clustering (Yona et al., 1998) , profile comparison (Altschul et al., 1997; Pietrokovski, 1996) , pairwise search (Grundy, 1998) , consistency analysis (Krause and Vingron, 1998) , and domain decomposition in one elegant method of global sequence classification. Three key principles of Picasso are: (1) all members of a cluster are explicitly aligned to a common master sequence (cluster representative); (2) domains are cut only when there is evidence of mobile modules; (3) multiple alignments are built hierarchically, so that families growing from different seeds compete against each other in recruiting members.
Comparison with PSI-Blast
The present analysis was based on all-on-all comparison by the gapped Blast program, but everybody knows that profile searching using PSI-Blast is more sensitive. Conceptually, the all-on-all comparison database used by Picasso can be based on either method, and Blast was chosen for speed. PSI-Blast has transformed the art of sequence database searching, but it has not removed the notorious problem of intransitivity of sequence similarity. For example, PSI-Blast searches starting from related but non-identical query sequences often converge on nonidentical sets of neighbours. An all-on-all comparison is needed to resolve inconsistencies in neighbourhoods detected by database searching. Like in PSI-Blast, position-specific profiles were also used in this work to verify family membership. It is an attractive feature of the hierarchical unification that Blast neighbours, which are statistically in the noise, can be identified using family context, i.e. profile-profile comparison.
Applications
The prototype implementation yielded useful results for the biologist. The radius of family unification was in many cases larger than that of Prosite regular expressions, and not seriously inferior to that of PSI-Blast (data not shown). Information in sequence databases can be significantly compressed by clustering. Clustering of 150 K NRDB90 representatives resulted in 10 K protein families with 13 members on average (the size distribution is highly skewed). In addition there were 20 K clusters with a single member from NRDB90. The covering set of multiple alignments can be translated directly into a library of position-specific scoring matrices (profiles). The small size of, yet complete coverage by, the profile library leads to efficient and sensitive sequence-profile database searches which can be useful in grand annotation tasks related to, for example, the human genome.
Limitations
The prototype described here has a number of limitations which are being amended in ongoing work.
In large families, we observed some overcutting as a result of partially aligned sequences (for example, G-protein coupled receptors, ABC-transporters and cytochrome P450 in Table 2 ). Cluster representatives which are multidomain proteins remain uncut unless there is evidence of mobile modules. These domains could be identified by considering disjoint blocks of a sufficient number of aligned sequence segments (Guan and Du, 1998) as well as careful consideration of information about sequence termini (Gracy and Argos, 1998b) .
The quality of multiple alignments and radius of unification will be improved by more thoroughly exploring the bridges between remote homologues so that family connections are not lost due to misalignment. The next version will also disambiguate internal repeats in neighbourhood analysis (Heger and Holm, 2000) , cover sequences so that unaligned segments are shorter than 40 residues rather than 50% of the sequence length, and completely resolve overlapping maximal clusters by making a decision whether a domain overlap conflict is due to false positive or false negative Blast similarities.
